D-VIDE: A Dashboard for Visualizing Infectious Disease Epidemiology
and its Applications to COVID-19 for Local Counties
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Background

Results

Need for Local Infectious Disease Surveillance

The first D-VIDE application focused on analysis of
DC-Maryland-Virginia (DMV) local COVID-19 trends

Surveillance of local infectious disease dynamics is a critical aspect of public
health safety as it helps make personal and administrative decisions about
the daily routines of life. For example, when FDA issued maximal work at
home orders due to the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak, many laboratories were shutdown and lab-based Principal Investigators, support scientists and trainees
were asked to work from home on non-laboratory-based assignments. In
rapidly evolving disease outbreak situations, transparent and easily accessible
local epidemiological surveillance tools are much needed.

Outbreak
surveillance
made easy.

The US county-level data are taken from New York Times COVID19 database1. DMV area county populations were obtained from
US Census Bureau (2019 Data2). Color scheme of the dashboard
was selected such that it is red-green colorblind safe3.

D-VIDE: Visualizing Infectious Disease Epidemiology

We developed D-VIDE, a versatile data visualization and analysis tool, to raise
awareness on local infectious disease trends based on real-time
epidemiological data. D-VIDE may be instrumental in identifying emerging
public health risks early and accordingly taking mitigatory actions such as
those about allowing employees or students to return to their laboratories,
workplace, and college campuses. D-VIDE can be quickly customized for any
infectious disease and locality.

Method
1. Import data on local infectious disease cases and deaths.

Powerful statistical
analyses and visualization
for infectious disease
epidemiology in your web
browser.

2. Analyze the data to determine whether certain guidelines have

Conclusions & Next Steps

3. Present data and analysis in a daily updating dashboard.

 D-VIDE framework is flexible. It has public and private sides to
secure confidential information while having data transparency.
 Powerful statistics-based epidemiological data analysis & visualization.
 Next Step: Incorporate model forecasts based on adaptations to best
performing approaches.
 D-VIDE for other important infectious diseases (e.g. Influenza).

been met regarding relaxation of non-therapeutic risk mitigations.

The front end of our framework is written in Python/Dash and served through
Heroku. The statistical analysis back end code is written in R and updated
automatically to the dashboard. D-VIDE has both a public-facing side and a
private side to help keep confidential information and data analysis private to
the institution using D-VIDE.
Disclaimer: The views expressed in the article are those of the authors and may
not reflect the views of the FDA.
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